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Jan. 22, 1986
To All Organizers: (To be read to all locals)
Dear Colleagues:
Of the new that has come to my attention, the most exciting
is Critioas de Economica Politica, issue #26 (Mexoico City). on
nRevolutionary Theory and Action". What is important about this
is that I "head" it, i.e. I happen to be the first listed, and
the. others are my opponents-- Leon Trotsl~y, Oskar Negt, Ernest
Mandel. Put differently, these are the very ones who have deliberately ke'Dt me out of any ·journal or nublish.er. And by shee!'
accident, Oskar Negt' a essay, an endless one,. is on .. Enge :).s • theory
of revolution.
.
··
··
The editor of this journal, Alejandro Galvez, however, has
acheived ·something exceptional by what he includes of my Afterword to Ch. 11 of RLWLKM on Leon Trotsky. The chapter as he publishes it, is not entitled "Leon Trotaky, a critique", and fer
a moment I thought he was taking liberties, as his title read
"Rosa Luxemburg and the Theory of Pernanent Revolution of ftlarx".
But the truth is that those
first four pages are from Sec. 2 of
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begins, "Luxemb.urg' s internationalism was second to none, •• n,
preceded by the quotation from James Coru<olly, That creativit~
on the part of the edit:·, or manages to give the flavor of the ·
whole book to the chapter, since it talks both about Rosa Luxemburg and the objective situation, and it includes my footnota
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. The other important ne\v this week is the typ-e· of letters
I had been receiving from unlikely sources in praise of~.
Because one relates to the ¥mrkshops/classes, I will talk about
that one here. The commentator is a serious scholar who specializes in the Middle East and is presently working on a study of ·
. Syria. He wrote that WLDii has been a help to him, Since I have
not a single word on Syria in it, I began digging into·my memory
bank in order to remember both what I may have writt~n in the ·
.past and what I said to him when I met him. I then remembered
that whan the end of WW II was followed by no revolution comparable to the revolution of 1917, ! b~gan looking at new national
revolutions from the Middle East to South•Afrioa, The most important to me at that moment (1947) was the Camerouns, and the
conclusion I drew was that not only was it a wholly new type of
national revolution, but it aott~lly posed the very question
that it is our task as Marxist revolutionaries to answer1 spontaneity vs. "the party". (No wonder I fell in love with the Camerounian.)
':
As the PLO became" the recognized leader", "the single
'iOice of' the Palestinians", the kingdoms and emirates very nearly
·embalmed Ararat with their mon~y, and I turned away from that
avenue, The great Iranian Revolution of 1979 not only made me
return· to a Middle East preoccupation. (because of the connection with 1905). but also to sea the birth or a new generation
of revoluti<lnaries, as well as the fact that i'r'L has become a .
movement~ These naturally opened the door to &-totally new world
·aspect of' the Middle East, {I definitely thin th.at I should .. .
have included in the syllabus for the workshops/classe~ the PPL
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I wrote. at the beginning of the Iraa-Iran War, "What is Philo'soph.v?
What is Revolution?". Do add it to your syllabus.) Perhaps, . · - · ···
depending on what is current in the Yleek before our workshops/
classes start, I will include the subject o:f the Middle East
in roy opening session Feb, 16.
Finally, you ~~ow that the new edition of Frantz Fanon •••
has gone to ·the printers. The fact that it is now near book
length is by no means just a question of the number of pages.
Quite the contrary. It is a question of structure WHEN we use
that word in speaking o~ something as great as· the strueture of
Capital which manifests the Absolute Method, not only as frwuewo~k, or 'b~se, but s.s context .en!! as road to the ~ovoJ.:utionary ,
. COI').olu,sion. That is to sa:y, the new edition of FFSABT now projects
M-~ism, not as an affinity where the concentration is on how
others see us; but as M-Hism as it emerges out of r4-Hism.
In the PPL on Grenada these subtitl~~ were. added1 "Theory
and-Ac~ion"i Responsibi1ity of Revolutionary Var~sts~;. ~con
flicting' Tendencies in the Caribbean Left". Whereas I do riot ·
have subtitles for the new Introduction/Overview• it too is
divided into four sections. !) covers the undeclared civil war
iri;~outli il.:t'ric:iand international solidarity, as 3:~. has devel:..
. oped.,1978-86. Part II covers the return to the 1969 Blaclc/Red
.Con1'e:t,"en¢e and the Perspectives that year on the :':Needed ,t\..~nerican
Revolution. They :t'ouus both on the contrast .to and likeness with
the latest events in South A:t:ricae ·f:r:om COSATU to a new view of
Winnie ~~ndela, where she was in solitary confinement. That .
c .ontrasts a revolutio.nary Women•s Liberationist with the Ul'i
conference in Nairobi, Kenya. Part III begins with1 "What is
crystal clear in the high intensity of the ~lack Dimension struggle, whe.ther we are talking o:f' Labor, Women, or Youth, 1s. that
the post-World War II world manifests the presence of an unquencha"ole thirst i'or freedom."
. .
As we return to Denby and his articulation of the new paragraph on the Black Dimension I added af·ter pu"olication of RL:-:tKM,
there are new .quotations from Fanon both against the singl~---
par.ty and the new African leaders nnd the "native intellectual~
(who) has thrown himself greedily upon Western culture; •• · Rabalais,
Shakespeare and Edgar Allen Poe ••• " These quotations sound as
if he had just written them ~ainst CLRJ 1 and they lead the
reader to see the relationship between what Fanon says on Africa
and what I say in the PPL on Grenada. .
The Introduction/Overview ends -v1i th Part IV, on the one
hand, the Marx Centenary Tour and again on..the othel• with the
affinity of Biko and Fanon and with our ovm view of Marx• s Marxism
as a totality, and M-Hism's concept of new human relations "not
stopping the revolution with the overthrow o1' the o::.d society
and thus aborting what V~~ called 'the revolution in permanence•,
is wha~ it is necessary to spell out anew for our age,"
· Have a ~~ time as you prepare to finally h~ve the nearbo::d: in hand,;ge't others to help us pay the printing bill. I'm ...
"disappearing" for a week OD ;SO with E~ne in the hope that . ·. ·
· I will finally finish the Retrospective/Perspective on the 1980s
· and perhaps to truly begin on the Dialectic of the Party.
Yours,
Raya
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